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Slip, trip and fall
injuries cost US industry
over $15.9 billion
per year.
(Liberty Mutual 2013
Workplace Safety
Index)

Now, you can
clean muddy
boots in seconds
with MudFlinger®
scrubber

FREE
MudFlinger
see below

Muddy boots are a big
cause of slips, trips & falls
You work in heavy construction and know
that a rain shower can turn a dry, dusty
jobsite into a muddy mess in just minutes.
And, there’s no escaping the muck. You got
to just keep slogging through.

Visit MudKill.com
to watch our 59-second video

Clean muddy boots in
seconds with the powerful,
portable, patented
MudFlinger® scrubber
Imagine not tracking mud from the jobsite into
your trucks, equipment or job trailers ever again.
Designed to remove mud from boots on-the-fly,
our patented MudFlinger® “flying saucer” will
bail you out of deep crap for years to come.

Muddy boots
are messy and
dangerous
scraper cones

Yo u r b o o t s g e t
heavy and slippery.
Production declines.
Accidents happen.
Work days are lost.
Don’t let
muddy boots
slip you up!

Removing mud and muck from work
boots is a royal pain. You’ve tried stomping, scraping and even blasting with a
hose…..but nothing seems to work.

gripper cleats

Over 150 tuff-flex scraper cones are designed to
fling mud from lug soles of work boots in mere
seconds with just a few stomps of each foot.

Don’t get soaked when
hosing off boots

Muddy boots are unsafe and cost US
industry billions each year in injury, lost
productivity and cleanup. But now, you
have a better way.

“Our guys work in the
outdoors and in all types of
weather. When they come
back to the shop after working in mud and snow, their
boots are always mucked up.
Thanks to MudKill products, the guys can get their
boots clean before they track it all over the office. In the field, MudKill products significantly
reduce the possibility of slipping and falling
while climbing on trucks and equipment.”
— Ted Lykens, President,Tel Power

And cleanup is a snap…
simply bang, brush or hose
the MudFlinger.

Patented gripper cleats on the bottom ensure the
MudFlinger® will grab any surface…and stay put.
You get clean boots in short order.
Its compact design (12” x 2-1/2”)
and built-in handle lets you take
MudFlinger® anywhere. Weights only
3.5 pounds. Every truck in your
fleet needs one.

And you get all these benefits

Scraping mud from
boots is hard work.

Happy Customers Speak Out

SAFER JOB SITES – It’s a fact. A cleaner job site is a
safer one.
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY – Work gets done
more effectively and efficiently.
CLEANER, SAFER VEHICLE INTERIORS - No more
slippery brake or clutch pedals
TIDY JOB TRAILERS & OFFICES – Housekeeping is
easier and costs a lot less.
IMPROVED QUALITY – You can concentrate on the
job at hand…not muddy boots.
MORE PROFITS – Productivity goes up. Accidents go
down. You make more money.

Bang

Brush

Hose

FREE MudFlinger ®
Buy two MudFlinger® scrubbers
and get the third one FREE
- Buy 4 get 2 FREE
- Buy 6 get 3 FREE

Maximum of Three (3) Free MudFlingers per Customer

Offer expires June 30, 2014

Talk to a real, live American

855-MUD-KILL (855-683-5455)
Order online at www.MudKill.com
use promo code APC1 to get your
free MudFlinger
HalenHardy
is a proud
member of
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Column

Act 89, the new transportation
funding bill, kicks into gear this
spring, and PennDOT spokesman
Rich Kirkpatrick was quick to point
out: “It’s important to note that
Act 89 represents an investment in
Pennsylvania’s future: increasing
Robert E. Latham
public safety, driving commerce,
creating jobs, and providing reliable funding for
our transportation needs without leaving the bill
to our future generations.” Well said.
Winter is the time when we take stock of last season and prepare for the
future. For your APC staff, we have the opportunity to visit with members
during our annual APC/PennDOT District Liaison meetings tour. It’s
great to learn members’ concerns and focus on renewed services the
association may provide.
This winter there was one question on everyone’s mind. What jobs are
coming out and when? The first week in April, Governor Tom Corbett announced the focus on projects, and districts were free to release more details.
The APC Executive Committee continues to explore ways to develop
better working relationships between contractors and districts, such as
supporting Project Manager Partnering conferences in several districts.
We are also discussing the definition of a “successful project” and
measurements, as well as, decision-making at the project level and
timely elevation of disputes.
8
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In this issue we highlight the P3 Constructors Forum, which brought
together more than 200 industry professionals to network and learn more
about this relatively new form of procurement and financing. APC’s P3
Committee, chaired by George Mezey, will continue to identify and
communicate best practices from other states for use by the department
and to provide education and information to our members on the subject.
Industry has been charged by the department to determine how industry
can best improve the quality of our work. The use of warranties is one
way that Deputy Secretary Scott Christie has put on the table for APC to
consider. He challenged us to identify other possible processes to improve
quality. Are there others that we can come up with? In working with
the department, along with PAPA and ACPA, on the development of a
warranty program we are fully investigating the warranty process and its
impact on our businesses. We welcome your thoughts on the subject.
We begin the 2014 season from a position of strength and growth thanks
to your support and interest in APC. The APC Educational Trust Fund
continues to pay for the operation and advocacy of the Keystone Transportation Construction Coalition that is working to ensure that the passage of
Act 89 is recognized for the positive impact it will have on the citizens of
the Commonwealth.
It is vital that we work together as an industry to produce exceptional
quality construction projects that are well designed, managed, and
constructed to reinforce the “buy” that taxpayers just made with the new
transportation bill. We must do this with a renewed spirit of cooperation
with the department, political involvement, and a willingness to embrace
new technologies and methods.

www.paconstructors.org
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CONTRACTORS
CONTRACTORS •• DEVELOPERS
DEVELOPERS

Rt. 22, I-376 Bridge in Monroeville

The Operating Engineers are your one stop resource
for qualified and productive operating engineers and
heavy equipment mechanics.
Pipeline Project

WORKING WITH BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
TO BUILD A BETTER COMMUNITY

What can Local 66 do for you?
The best trained, most capable work force. Professional tradesmen and
tradeswomen have received the specialty training needed to meet the complex
challenges of your project.
Service you can count on. We’ll work with you to answer any questions or solve
any problems at your convenience.
Smart business know-how. You’ll benefit from our years of experience and a
proven track record we bring to the job.
Bottom-line, dollar-for-dollar value. Value is bringing the highest professional and
performance standards to your job site-from the beginning of a project to its
completion. We at Local 66 are committed to being the premier value provider of
operating engineers in the region.

Mellon Arena Demolition

VA Hospital in Oakland, PA

The Operating Engineers lead the nation in pipeline training.

I.U.O.E. Local 66 Headquarters • 111 Zeta Drive • Pittsburgh, PA 15238 • Ph (412) 968-9120

Visit us at www.iuoe66.org

www.paconstructors.org
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A JOURNEY CONTINUES
Act 89 Positions Pennsylvania for a Prosperous Future

by Barry J. Schoch, P.E., Pennsylvania Transportation Secretary

When the final House roll call
on HB 1060 was locked and
the transportation plan had
passed with 113 votes, my first
thought was one of disbelief.
Had we finally succeeded, after
so long a march and so many
Barry J. Schoch
setbacks? Were we now finally
on the verge of renewed vigor for Pennsylvania’s
transportation systems?
Of course, we are. With the steadfast and courageous leadership of
Governor Tom Corbett and bipartisan support in the General Assembly, Pennsylvania is now better positioned than most states and even the
federal government to meet the challenges. The support and engagement of the highway construction industry and the Keystone Coalition
also delivered the positive message about tackling our long-standing
infrastructure needs.
With this success, we are on our way to building a first-class transportation system that positions Pennsylvania to better compete for jobs and
prosperity.
Act 89 ranks as perhaps the most far-reaching transportation plan the
state has ever seen. The new law provides the resources for PennDOT to
tackle anew the backlog of structurally deficient bridges, an unmet need
that threatened the disruption of commerce and mobility. PennDOT
can move beyond a triage approach and again pay attention to pavement

conditions, which were on the cusp of a steep decline. Avoiding that
prospect translates into real savings for motorists in less wear and tear on
their vehicles, and frankly their frame of mind. Who likes to encounter
washboard surfaces as you drive to your daily destinations?
Bridges, pavements, intersection improvements and signals come first as
PennDOT starts adding the new resources to its funding mix. Thousands of bridge projects and pavement restorations filled our “Decade of
Investment” lists, which we shared publicly during our long campaign
for the transportation plan. This construction season, we start to put
those projects in place. Our partners in the construction industry will
carry these out, meaning an economic boost for the entire state as it
continues to recover from the deep recession of the last few years. We
expect that our lettings will exceed $2 billion this calendar year, up from
$1.6 billion in 2013.
PennDOT will work with the Metropolitan and Rural Planning
Organizations this year to update the Transportation Improvement
Plans (TIPS) and begin positioning some of the longer-range projects
for movement. Remember that Act 89 phases in additional resources
over five years, so all segments of our communities should understand
that some long-sought improvements will not happen overnight. But
the point is that with Act 89 these projects will move instead of
remaining dormant.
Besides ramping up activity on the state system, Act 89 means more
resources for local governments, which are responsible for 77,000 miles
of road compared to PennDOT’s roughly 39,000 miles. Municipalities
are getting $34 million more this year, and by year five will be in line for
$237 million more a year. Adding those resources, and the changes Act
89 made in prevailing wage rules for projects of $100,000 or less, should
help local governments better maintain their roads while taking pressure
off their primary funding source – property taxes.
Aviation, rail freight, ports, bicycle and pedestrian modes, and public
transit all benefit through the new Multi-Modal Fund in Act 89. These
modes will now be assured of dedicated funding, which will bring
stability to services relied on by millions of Pennsylvanians.
As rewarding as the adoption of Act 89 is, this development will not
stop PennDOT from continuing its modernization program. Next
Generation, Mapping the Future, Modernization Initiatives, the State
Transportation Innovation Council, and Idea Link all have produced
roughly $100 million in savings and are poised to build more.

GR1 New Richmond Ave.
Paving
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GR2 Northbound I-95 at Shackamaxon Bridge

We’ve been working internally as well as with various external stakeholders to find the best ways to improve ourselves as not only a business
partner, but also an employer. For instance, we’ve been coordinating
with the Turnpike Commission on many initiatives to share facilities
and resources. By sharing design specifications, the Turnpike Commission has already saved $14 million.
Our Highway and Bridge team identified strategies to eliminate nearly
60 redundant reviews. After full implementation in 2014, we will save
more than $8 million in the next 10 years.
Through coordination with private industry, PennDOT will save $5.8
million in the next 10 years through implementation of Virtual Reference Station (VRS) technology for surveying.
We’re also innovating the way we collect information. We’ve developed
three mobile apps that are saving approximately $400,000 each year.
Two apps are assisting in data collection to inventory locally owned
infrastructure and assist in field inspections. This approach is especially
effective in our bonded road program because it reduces costs to road
users. Our Driver License Skills Exam app also enhances customer
service by saving our customers 20 to 30 minutes in the process.
Our Local Bridge Bundling Pilot program was launched in 2013,
targeting deteriorated county-owned structurally deficient bridges,

ARCHITECTURE

I

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

I

with a focus on rapid delivery and cost savings in both engineering and
construction. It is estimated that nearly $4 million was saved through
economy of scale in design and construction, and the projects were
accelerated by two to five years in delivery time.
We must demonstrate to the people of Pennsylvania that their added
investment with us is paying big dividends, and that the roughly
$8 billion a year federal and state taxpayers entrust with us is spent
efficiently and effectively.

To that end, and through legislation Gov. Corbett signed in July 2012,Highway B
PennDOT is proceeding with preliminary work on five Public-Private1⁄8 Page Ho
Partnership projects. Of most interest to the highway construction
3 3⁄8” x 2 1
industry, one involves a Rapid Bridge Replacement program. Five teams
have submitted statements of qualifications and PennDOT expects to 10/03/13
award a contract this spring. Construction of the bridges is expected to
start in summer 2015. Through the project, at least 500 bridges of similar design will be replaced under one contract. The approach means cost
and time savings since the same basic design and construction standards
will be used for multiple bridges.
My thanks to all of you who worked with the governor, the General Assembly, and PennDOT to bring us the reality of Act 89 and the exciting
transportation future now in store for Pennsylvania.

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N

(formerly PRIME Engineering, Inc.)

Oﬃces located throughout Pennsylvania:
York I Harrisburg I Lehigh Valley I New Cumberland
Pittsburgh I State College I Stroudsburg
800-274-2224 I www.bh-ba.com

Bridge Design, Bridge Inspection,
Highway Design, Traffic Analysis,
and Construction Management/
Construction Inspection Services

www.primeeng.com
www.paconstructors.org
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SETTING THE STAGE
FOR THE TRANSPORTATION
INDUSTRY OF TOMORROW
by Geoffrey W. Clarke, APC President, Executive Vice President, Swank Construction Company LLC

SR 119 Jacobs Creek Bridge,
Westmoreland and Fayette Counties

The APC Mission
Statement focuses on:
• Adequate Funding
• A Positive Partnership with PennDOT and PTC
• Promote quality in both the Design and
Construction of our Transportation systems
With the recent actions by our elected
officials the topic of adequate funding has been
Geoffrey W. Clarke
addressed, at least for the next five to seven
years. With that said, our industry should not assume that this recent
activity will solve all of our funding issues. As a Transportation Coalition
we need to stay focused on the continued delivery of the message that
government needs to provide for adequate funding to expand and
maintain our transportation systems.
Three additional points for all to consider are:
1. There should be “NO FREE RIDES” on our transportation system.
With the introduction of new fuel options for highway users, our
elected leaders need to be sure to take the steps needed to capture a
fair-use equivalent from those alternative-fuel consumers using our
transportation system.
2. We should encourage our elected leaders to develop a process to reduce
the burden on the transportation budget caused by the State Police.
Moving some of this burden back to the state’s General Fund would
provide needed funding for transportation.
3. There continues to be a need to develop a longer-term view of the
funding mechanisms for transportation. The possible establishment
of a reasonable pay-for-miles-traveled system is critical for the long12
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Liberty Tunnels, Allegheny County

term well-being of our transportation system. For any such switch
from fuel consumption to miles traveled to be successful, there will
need to be a federal initiative supported by the states to make the
change workable throughout the country.
The continued process of fostering an atmosphere of Positive Partnerships
with the governmental agencies is challenging for all involved. We are an
industry that employs proud people with great ideas, methods, and work
ethic. Working under increasingly tighter time restraints, operating with
minimal margins, being asked to reduce costs on all fronts, and seeing
support staffs being streamlined, the stress levels on projects seem to be
growing. I am not just referring to the governmental agencies’ employees.
Contractors are also seeing this problem with stress. We all need to recognize that if we can jointly focus on the needs of our projects and work
together to plan and construct them, some of the stress will disappear. We all
want the same thing and that is a project that we can be proud of. Working
together in a positive partnership is how we can achieve our individual and
collective goals.
Finally, as an industry we need to always be challenging ourselves to improve
the quality of our work in both design and construction. We have recently
heard from PennDOT that the lifespans of projects are trending downward
and because of this there is a push to require warranties on construction
work. Long-term warranties (5, 7 or 10 years), if even a possibility for
some contractors to obtain, will not alone resolve the quality issue. Better
understanding of what is required to produce quality projects, better planning of the construction, and better communication between partners
upfront, can and will lead to improved quality. Long ago, I was taught that if
project expectations are communicated so they are known and understood,

Leadership Team Announced
President Clarke names his 2014-15
Executive Committee
Geoffrey W. Clarke, President
Craig A. Hoogstraten, Vice President
Max J. Hempt, Treasurer
Robert E. Latham, Executive Vice President
Geoff Clarke (left) is seated with Bob Latham
Daniel R. Hawbaker, Immediate Past President
at a recent APC Board of Directors Meeting.
Mark S. Eckman
Ricke C. Foster
Dominic P. Girondo
the results delivered will always meet or exceed those
George E. Mezey
expectations communicated. This practice does work
Robert G. Miner, Jr.
if you are willing to invest the time. I highly recomStephen M. Muck
mend that you give it the time.
Charles J. Niederriter
Michael A. Palo
These are my thoughts as I move into the new position
Wayne M. Schug
at APC. My hope is that by pursuing these goals we can
Richard E. Wagman
continue to grow the successes achieved by Dan Hawbaker and set the stage for the transportation industry
of tomorrow.

Photo © Jim Schafer Location Photography

TRANSPORTATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILDINGS &
FACILITIES
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
ENERGY
SERVICES

Enduring. Driven. Visionary.
STV provides value- and quality-driven bridge and roadway designs throughout
Pennsylvania and the nation. Whether your project is design-build or traditional
delivery, we are committed to successful infrastructure design.
We are 100 percent employee-owned and, with a stake in the business, our
engineers and designers are motivated to satisfy our clients. We focus on what
matters most: personal attention, quality, and innovative thinking. Our steady
growth is proof-positive that we do it right, one successful project after another;
above: SR 0729, Section R00 over Muddy Run, Clearfield County, PA.

Offices in Philadelphia,
Douglassville, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh,
and Williamsport
Contact: Leonard Smith, Jr., PE
(717) 545-2103
Leonard.Smith@stvinc.com
An employee-owned firm
Offices nationwide
www.stvinc.com

www.paconstructors.org
www.paconstructors.org
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A New
Day in PA
1

APC’s P3 Constructors
Forum Explores the Future
of Private Financing
by Robert E. Latham, CAE, APC Executive Vice President

Pennsylvania’s P3 program is
notable for beginning with the
Rapid Bridge Replacement Project,
an innovative approach of bundling multiple bridge projects into
a single P3 to benefit from economies of scale and competition from
large developers. Interest in this project and the newly
minted P3 market in Pennsylvania brought more than
200 contractors, engineers, P3 developers, and
others together March 19 in Harrisburg for the APC
P3 Constructors Forum.
PennDOT ramped up its P3 program after Gov. Tom Corbett signed
P3 legislation into law in 2012. The state’s Rapid Bridge Replacement
Project will upgrade 550-650 bridges across the state, using a DesignBuild-Finance-Operate-Maintain approach.

2

3

4

5

PennDOT’s P3 Office Director Bryan Kendro told the audience
that P3s can be a vehicle for the state to accelerate delivery of needed
infrastructure projects. PennDOT sees efficiencies in bundling some
of these bridge projects together and by using similar designs on
multiple bridges.
Successful P3 projects require leadership that offers vocal, upfront
support to the ability to offer projects that will attract multiple bidding
teams from the private sector, according to both Skanska’s Chris
Guthkeltch and Florida DOT’s Brian Blanchard. Blanchard noted
that FDOT is focused on projects with the Availability Payment
model rather than facility monetizing or toll concessions.

6

7

Forum attendees also heard from Congressmen Lou Barletta and Scott
Perry, who serve on the U.S. House of Representatives P3 Subcommittee
of the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. They pledged to
work with APC and the industry in evaluating the role of P3s at the
national level as part of MAP-21 reauthorization.
APC has formed a P3 Committee, which held its first meeting earlier in
the day. Chaired by George Mezey, president of Trumbull Corporation,
the committee will focus on advocating use of best practices from other
states and educating industry members regarding the ins and
outs of P3 procurement models.

14
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Four Teams Invited to Submit Proposals for Public-Private Bridge Project
PennDOT Secretary Barry J. Schoch announced in
March that four teams would be invited to submit proposals for the department’s Rapid Bridge Replacement
Project, a Public-Private Partnership (P3) initiative to
replace at least 500 bridges across Pennsylvania.
Replacing the similarly designed bridges through one contract will bring
cost savings since the same basic design and construction standards will be
used for multiple bridges.
“This initiative reflects Governor Corbett’s strong commitment to making
the state’s roads and bridges safer and improving mobility,” Schoch said.
“Because of the project’s size, this will also be a great opportunity for
Pennsylvania companies to work with the team we ultimately select.”
The teams were scored and selected based on criteria such as their financial
capability to carry out the project, their background and experience in managing comparable projects, and each team’s understanding of the project.
The teams invited to submit proposals are:
• Plenary Walsh Keystone Partners: Plenary Group, The Walsh
Group, Granite Construction Company, HDR Engineering, HNTB
Corporation, and Infrastructure Corporation of America

• Keystone Bridge Partners: InfraRed Capital Partners, Kiewit,
Parsons, The Allan A. Myers Family of Companies, DBi, and
American Infrastructure
• Commonwealth Bridge Partners: John Laing Investments, Fluor,
American Bridge Company, Traylor Bros. Inc., Joseph B. Fay Co.,
STV Incorporated, and Infrastructure and Industrial Constructors
• Pennsylvania Crossings: Meridiam, Lane Construction, AECOM,
Trumbull, Wagman Companies, and Cofiroute.
PennDOT expects to release final project details and requirements to the
four teams this summer and select a preferred proposal this fall. Construction is anticipated to begin in summer 2015.
The selected team will manage the bridges’ design, construction, and
maintenance for a yet-to-be-determined number of years under one
contract. The team will be responsible for financing the effort and
PennDOT will make payments based on the contractor’s adherence to
the contract terms. PennDOT will continue to own all of the bridges
and will be responsible for routine maintenance, such as snow plowing
and debris removal.
To learn more about the Rapid Bridge Replacement Project and P3 in
Pennsylvania, visit www.P3forPA.pa.gov.

Other Actions by the P3 Board
Unsolicited Proposal Opportunities for
2014 and Beyond
On February 28, the PA P3 Transportation
Board established the months of April and
October as the opportunities for potential
private partners to submit unsolicited proposals to the P3 Office. These two windows were
also made permanent going forward, so the
industry can expect April and October to be
the opportunities not just in 2014 but for the
foreseeable future.

Train Station Redevelopment Projects RFI
The deadline for responding to the
PennDOT Train Station Redevelopment
Projects RFI - Amtrak Keystone Line was
March 17. The P3 Office is interested in
market feedback regarding potential train
station redevelopment P3 projects along
the Amtrak Keystone Line, which provides
regular passenger rail service from Harrisburg
to New York City via Philadelphia. Several
stations along the line are in need of substantial facility and parking upgrades.

Port of Pittsburgh Commission Wireless
Waterway Service P3 RFI
The purpose of the RFI is to receive feedback, information, and materials for the
deliberative decision making of the Port of
Pittsburgh Commission, as it considers advancement of its Wireless Waterway project.
The Commission wishes to gather feedback,
information, and materials related to the
design, development, implementation testing,
operation, maintenance, and support of its
Wireless Waterway Project.

Photo Captions:
1
A panel talking about non-transportation, or “Social P3s,” takes a question from the audience. From left to right – Frank Rapoport, Peckar & Abramson P.C.;
Samara Barend, AECOM; PA House Majority Leader Mike Turzai; and Representative Eli Evankovich, sponsor of H.B. 1838 enabling Social P3s in Pennsylvania.
2 & 3 The P3 Constructors Forum provided opportunities for networking and conversations about how teams will contract with vendors and subcontractors.
4
Skanska’s Chris Guthkelch reviews some of his firm’s successful worldwide P3 ventures.
5
APC President Geoff Clarke discusses the roles of contractors working as subcontractors in a P3 team on a panel featuring (from left to right) Bob Alger Jr. of
Lane Construction, Clarke, Mike Glezer of Wagman Companies, and Jim Wilkinson of J.B. Fay Company.
6
PennDOT Secretary Barry Schoch and Geoff Clarke talk about the role P3s will play in reducing the inventory of structurally deficient bridges in the Commonwealth.
7
Congressman Lou Barletta addresses the audience of more than 200 people.
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During the District 3-0 Liaison Meeting in Muncy, Pa. attendees met in breakout sessions
to tackle pressing issues facing the industry. PennDOT collects the information learned in
order to improve working relationships in the field during the upcoming construction season.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES DRIVE THE
2014 CONSTRUCTION SEASON

Highlights from the Spring District Liaison Meetings
by Jason W. Wagner, APC Director of Policy & Government Relations

The Associated Pennsylvania Constructors (APC) and
the PA Department of Transportation (PennDOT)
annually conduct joint “Liaison Meetings” in each of
the 11 PennDOT districts. This year these meetings
took on a different flavor.
Now that the industry is facing a ramped-up construction program following the passage of Act 89 attendance at the meetings was strong, as many
contractors, designers, suppliers, and other industry professionals met to
learn about each district’s plans for the upcoming construction season.
The meetings are typically well attended, but this year the prospects for
additional construction lettings created a buzz that hasn’t been seen for years.

APC’s spring liaison meetings also provide an excellent opportunity for
networking and making business connections before the busy construction
season begins in earnest. Member feedback continues to suggest that these
meetings are an important part of APC’s program and the attendance
continues to be strong.
More than 800 people attended this year’s district liaison meetings, which
typically begin in late-January and conclude in mid-April. Be sure to
check the APC website at
www.paconstructors.org
for more information on
how you can attend the
2015 APC/PennDOT
Spring District Liaison
Meetings.
Design-Build

In addition to each district providing an overview of the anticipated
construction program, the meetings featured more traditional construction
topics such as construction quality, project schedules and review processes, environmental regulations, risk allocation items, bituminous issues,
concrete bridge decks, new department initiatives, and constructability
discussions. Two new topics were also discussed at many of the meetings,
which included work zone safety initiatives and increased use of technology to manage projects.
This year, APC surveyed contractors prior to each district meeting to
help identify those issues that often rise to the top of the list of concerns
for each district. This survey was helpful in formulating the agendas and
stimulating open discussion.
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WR&A, a multi-disciplinary consulting
firm, offers a full range of
engineering, planning,
environmental, and
construction management services.
Recognized as a Top 120 ENR firm,
WR&A designs innovative and
cost-effective solutions
for its public and private sector clients.
www.wrallp.com
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In late-February, 35 Keystone Transportation Funding
Coalition (KTFC) members traveled to Washington, D.C.
to meet with Pennsylvania’s congressional delegation.
Their mission was to engage them in a discussion about
the importance of transportation funding; explain how
we in Pennsylvania managed to advance such an
initiative at the state level, and – in the best case –
inspire them to lead their congressional colleagues
in a successful effort to replenish the Highway Trust
Fund; and reinvigorate transportation policy leadership
at the federal level.

There is a school of thought that, given the dysfunction that permeates
Washington these days, we ought to just accept the reality that states
are on their own and forget about any type of help at the federal level.
However, while sometimes it may not seem like it, we are the United
States, and there is an undeniable need for federal leadership and
guidance so that all Americans may enjoy the benefits of a sound,
integrated, national transportation system. A nation pockmarked with
transportation haves and have-nots cannot be a strong one. President
Eisenhower recognized this as he envisioned an Interstate Highway
and Defense System.
It is heartening to see representatives of the business community voice
their support for action in Washington, as U.S. Chamber of Commerce
CEO Thomas Donohue did recently in calling for Congress to raise the
18.4-cent-per-gallon federal gasoline tax. Without question, the business
community was instrumental in moving a funding solution forward in
Pennsylvania.
It also is heartening to know that despite differences of geography and
ideology, Pennsylvania’s congressional delegation works pretty well
together much of the time on behalf of the state’s constituents. Pennsylvania
also is a large-enough state to wield influence among their colleagues
who represent other states. Perhaps it will be enough to spark a move
toward consensus on how to meet our nation’s well-documented surface
transportation needs.

Project Management
Construction Management
Construction Inspection
Dispute Resolution
Forensic Engineering

PA Turnpike – Rt. 29 All Electronic Toll Interchange (Exit 320)
120 South Warner Road, Suite 100 King of Prussia, PA 19406
PH: 610-992-9090 Fax: 610-992-9099
www.jbcassociates.com Certified W/DBE
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Mapping
a Road to
Reauthorization
by Dave Bauer, ARTBA, Senior Vice President of Government Relations

The 2012 surface transportation law, “Moving Ahead
for Progress in the 21st Century” (MAP-21), expires in
less than six months. While the primary House and
Senate committees of jurisdiction have launched
aggressive reauthorization efforts of hearings and
other outreach activities, the fundamental reality
remains that the timing, duration, and size of the
next surface transportation authorization bill is directly
contingent on how Congress addresses the Highway
Trust Fund’s (HTF) repeated revenue shortfalls.
It’s All About the Highway Trust Fund
All public-access roads and bridges in the U.S. are owned and
operated by state and local governments. Since 1916, however, the
federal government has shared the cost of building and preserving
major roads. Between 1956 and 2008, the HTF was the source of
all federal investment in highways – and, since 1982, most federal
investment in public transportation. The HTF supports these invest18
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ments with revenues collected from the federal motor fuels tax and
other highway user fees. During that time, there was no burden on
the General Fund and no impact on the federal deficit.
Beginning in 2008, existing revenues flowing into the trust fund were
unable on their own to preserve investment commitments from the
2005 surface transportation law, SAFETEA-LU. In 2008, 2009, and
2010, Congress approved separate measures to supplement trust fund
revenues with General Funds – the cumulative amount of these transfers
($35 billion) was equivalent to past resources diverted from or denied
to the trust fund.
The need for General Fund transfers in FY 2008-10 was not due to a
collapse of HTF revenues, but to lower revenues than projected in the
SAFETEA-LU measure. Revenue forecasts at that time assumed
travel would continue to grow as rapidly as in the recent past, and
SAFETEA-LU’s investment levels were set to expend all projected
revenues. But, beginning in FY 2008, actual revenues fell short of
projections, and General Fund transfers were needed to cover HTF
outlays. This cash flow shortfall was exacerbated by SAFETEA-LU’s

structure, which intentionally set in motion a path
to deplete the trust fund by setting investment
levels that required the use of both incoming
trust fund revenues and liquidation of the trust
fund’s then multi-billion dollar surplus. Congress
also created two independent commissions in
SAFETEA-LU that were directed to come up with
proposed solutions to the problem the law created –
proposals on which Congress did not act.While trust
fund revenues have rebounded and now exceed prerecession levels, they are still not sufficient on their own to
support the investment levels put in place by SAFETEALU. As a result, MAP-21 supplemented HTF revenues with
$20 billion in resources from elsewhere in the federal budget to
enable the new law to preserve existing levels of federal highway
and public transportation investment for FY 2013 and FY 2014.
The Elephant in the Room
Members of both parties and on each side of Capitol Hill are promoting reforms they want to see in MAP-21’s successor. ARTBA and other
stakeholder groups have also worked to develop policy priorities to
advance during the reauthorization debate. Ensuring that the operation
and structure of the federal highway and public transportation programs
deliver maximum benefit for the American public in terms of transportation improvements will always be a key ARTBA priority.
There are, however, two realities to the discussion regarding the next
surface transportation bill: MAP-21 was almost entirely a policy reform
bill and most of those reforms will not have been implemented when the
measure expires at the end of September; and no reauthorization bill will
move forward until Congress addresses in some capacity the looming
HTF revenue shortfall.
ARTBA has been reporting for almost a year that the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) projects that existing trust fund revenues will be
unable to support any new highway or public transportation investment
in FY 2015. This means current federal highway investment of $40.3
billion and transit funding of $10.7 billion would need to be reduced to
zero in FY 2015 unless Congress acts.
New Wrinkle in February CBO Report
The CBO’s early-February HTF revenue and spending projections add
a new wrinkle to this dilemma, as they now show the fund’s Highway
Account will likely run short of cash to pay bills before FY 2014
ends. Due to lowered projections regarding overall U.S. economic
performance, CBO now estimates the Highway Account will end
FY 2014 with only $1 billion, which would cause cash-flow imbalances
that could force the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to
delay some payments to states for construction work performed on
federal-aid highway projects. An injection of $3 billion would be
needed to pay all anticipated bills for the remainder of the fiscal year
and allow FHWA to manage cash flow.

In addition to the funds needed before the end of FY 2014, a threemonth extension of MAP-21 will now require an infusion of $3 billion
into the Highway Account, while a six-month extension would require
just under $5 billion. No additional funds would be needed for the Mass
Transit Account. A one-year extension of MAP-21, through September
2015, would require a revenue infusion totaling $19 billion – $3 billion
for FY 2014 and $16 billion for FY 2015, including $13 billion for the
Highway Account and $3 billion for the Mass Transit Account. A full
six-year reauthorization that would fund the highway and mass transit
programs at their current level – plus annual adjustments for inflation –
would require a revenue infusion of just under $100 billion, or an average
of slightly less than $17 billion per year.
While this situation clearly seems daunting, the fact remains that we
have been here before. Congress has demonstrated time and again that
the vast majority of members from both parties have no interest in
massive cuts in highway and public transportation investment. In fact,
Congress has on four separate occasions since 2008 overwhelmingly
approved legislation to stabilize the HTF in the short-term and preserve
existing levels of surface transportation investment.
What’s Past is Prologue
The last reauthorization process was stalled from October 2009 – when
SAFETEA-LU expired – to February 2012 – when the Senate Finance
Committee developed a bipartisan plan to provide revenues to stabilize
the Highway Trust Fund for two years. President Obama signed MAP21 into law about four months later.
Shakespeare wrote, “What’s past is prologue.” This perspective applies
well to the current reauthorization situation – just as was the case with
MAP-21. The next bill’s duration and investment levels, as well as when
we are likely to see legislation move forward, will be defined by how and
when Congress addresses the HTF’s recurring revenue shortfalls. This
is why ARTBA’s primary focus since the enactment of MAP-21 has
been educating members of Congress on the need to generate new
revenues for the HTF, and working with our allies in the transportation
community to engage the congressional tax committees and leadership
of both parties about methods to advance a trust fund solution.
The only people who see the reauthorization of the federal highway and
public transportation programs as a quick process are those who have
already given up. Two things that are clear at this point: (1) We are in for
a long haul; and (2) ARTBA will be there until this journey ends.
Dave Bauer is the senior vice president of Government
Relations for the American Road & Transportation
Builders Association. This article has been reprinted
with permission from ARTBA. Associated Pennsylvania Constructors is an affiliate of ARTBA.
For more information, visit www.artba.org.
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Equipment Corporation of America (ECA) was founded in 1918 as a provider of construction,
industrial and material handling equipment. Today, ECA focuses primarily on the Foundation
Industry and is a premier distributor of Drilling Equipment for Large Diameter Drilled
Shafts, Small Diameter Drills for Earth Retention, Dedicated Piling Rigs and Pile Driving
Equipment and Accessories. We offer a full array of new equipment manufactured by the
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and provides parts and service from their five locations. Just as in 1918, ECA is the premier
provider of reliable and innovative products, services and solutions to the construction industry.
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major and high profile project across the U.S and
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Jersey Turnpikes, Ground Zero, levee restoration
in the Gulf after Hurricane Katrina, and the
post-collapse replacement of the Mississippi River
Bridge in Minneapolis. Stadiums? We have had our
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east of the Mississippi. Environmentally sensitive
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local emission standards have exceeded Federal
EPA standards or where the use of biodegradable
and synthetic oils are required.
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CAWP LAUNCHES Future Road Builders:
A Virtual Pre-Apprenticeship Program

by Richard J. Barcaskey, Executive Director, Constructors Association of Western Pennsylvania

The Constructors Association of Western Pennsylvania
(CAWP) and Etcetera Edutainment (EE) have partnered
to deliver “Future Road Builders,” a computer-based
experience that provides an introduction and exposure
to highway construction careers as a carpenter, cement
mason, laborer, operator, pile driver, and teamster.
CAWP Executive Director Rich Barcaskey explains,
“The purpose of the program is to provide exposure
to what it is like to work in the highway construction
industry and encourage interested parties to apply to
the various union heavy and highway apprenticeship
programs located in western Pennsylvania.”
With the advanced use of technology to explore career options comes
an increased need to utilize a method that not only engages the user,
but provides an overview using a familiar platform. “The virtual gaming
environment is a very effective and consistent way to communicate. It
provides visual context for applicants to explore construction careers, and
this interactivity effectively promotes the understanding of each job,” said
Jessica Trybus, CEO of Etcetera Edutainment. The program is being
marketed to high school students, teachers, guidance counselors, and
community organizations in an effort to educate them about opportunities
in the highway construction industry in western Pennsylvania.
Future Road Builders enables participants to learn about a career in
highway construction by interacting with a phase-by-phase progression
of a virtual construction project, representative of an actual highway
construction project in western Pennsylvania. The featured project
involves widening and straightening an existing highway including the
construction of a bridge. The player’s goal is to earn 4,000 hours (every
1,000 hours represents one year of apprenticeship) by viewing content
related to each stage and each individual job of the project. The program
22
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also features mini-games focusing on a particular job, which get more
challenging with each earned apprenticeship year. Upon earning 4,000
hours, the player receives a Certificate of Completion, and is ready to apply
for one of several union apprenticeship programs in highway construction.
According to CAWP Director of Industry Relations Jason Koss, “The
tool is used for recruiting the future workforce of craft persons, and is
also intended to reach more women and minority applicants.” The time
invested in the program provides assessment and light preparation for
the apprenticeship application process. In turn, this also ensures higher
quality candidates applying to the union apprenticeship program.
For an overview of the program, go to www.cawp.org and click on
“Career Center.”
About CAWP

The Constructors Association of Western Pennsylvania
(CAWP) is a trade association representing more than
200 heavy and highway construction and constructionrelated companies operating in the 33 counties of
western Pennsylvania. CAWP contractors are engaged in the construction
of the region’s highways, bridges, tunnels, airport runways, dams, waste
treatment facilities, site preparation, and utilities installation.
Contact: Richard Barcaskey, Executive Director • richb@cawp.org
412-343-8000
About EE

EE is the leader in delivering game-based training
simulations to large workforces. The company, a 2005
spin out of Carnegie Mellon University, has delivered
training simulations to a large workforce across various
industries including manufacturing, utilities, retail, and healthcare.
Contact: Jessica Trybus, CEO • jtrybus@etcedu.com • 412-246-4033
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Heavy-highway contractors engaged in transportation and infrastructure projects frequently rely on independent haulers to transport materials and equipment. This practice also pertains to excavators, utility contractors, precasters,
steel fabricators, pavers, and other contractors and material manufacturers.
The use of independent contract haulers warrants a review of contractual risk-transfer procedures and controls to reduce latent liability
for contractors and manufacturers alike. Failure to do so can result in significant insurance
and risk management gaps that could result
in financial losses and legal liability.
Construction is a risk-intensive industry prone to disputes
and litigation. Contracts are the predominant tool for the
allocation of risk: the parties closest to the exposure are
expected to assume the risk for their associated operations.
Contractual risk transfer and risk financing through insurance
are standard techniques. However, contractual risk transfer
is often overlooked in contract hauling operations.

McTish, Kunkel & Associates
Civil Engineering & Environmental Services

Highways • Bridges
Traffic & ITS • Airports • Environmental
Surveying • Construction Inspection
Allentown

610.841.2700
www.mctish.com

Pittsburgh

412.824.2910

Montoursville
570.368.3040

email: info@mctish.com
www.paconstructors.org
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Why Contractual Risk Transfer is Sometimes Overlooked in
Contract Hauling
A major reason contractual risk transfer can be overlooked is a general
lack of awareness of potential liability and scope of insurance ramifications. A “standard” subcontract agreement is often not the best tool
for contract hauling because of the limited scope of operations being
performed on behalf of the contractor. Some subcontracts are lengthy,
cumbersome, and contain inadequate insurance requirements that fail
to satisfy the scope of contract hauling. Moreover, it would be impractical to execute a hauling contract for every individual load or from every
independent hauler used.
Other reasons frequently cited for overlooking contractual risk transfer on
contract hauling include:
• Small size of individual loads often falls to the purview of field
management versus corporate oversight;
• Perception of contract hauling as being routine, short term, and low risk;
• Use of small companies, including sole proprietors, and not wanting to
burden them with high insurance costs and administrative compliance issues.
A wide variety of documents and processes are used in an attempt to
manage exposure to third-party contract hauling arrangements, including:

•
•
•
•

Purchase Orders
Weigh Slips or Scale tickets
Delivery or Load Receipts
Bills of Lading

Frequently, however, these categories of documents (unless specifically
modified) do not adequately address insurance and indemnification
requirements. Sometimes the forms used in the field are duplicate or
triplicate forms and the insurance and indemnification clauses are not on
all copies, or only on the rear page, and not reviewable by all parties.
Other Common Gaps Identified in Contract Hauling Procedures
1. Allowing hauling of construction materials and equipment without
a signed blanket purchase order or master hauling agreement
2. Allowing hauling of construction materials without prior verification
of a company’s required insurance coverage, limits, additional insured
endorsement, and indemnification clauses
3. Failure to require the company performing the hauling to stipulate
that it is an independent contractor and that it will not be construed
to be an employee, partner, joint venture, or agent of the party
contracting their services
4. Failure to incorporate by reference any verbal agreements made

Trumbull
Lindy Paving
Gulisek
Trumbull

Road and Highway Construction
Heavy Civil Construction
Sitework
Industrial, Natural Gas and Oil
Construction Inspection & Management Services
Design-Build Services

Lindy Paving

Asphalt Production
Asphalt Paving and Milling
Seal Coating
Quality Control and Testing

Gulisek

Concrete Paving
Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter
Excavation and Drainage
Bridge and Culvert Construction
Structural Rehabilitation

To learn more, visit
www.trumbullcorp.com
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by field personnel into the blanket purchase order or master
hauling agreement
5. Inadequate “pass through clauses” from first-tier subcontractor to
lower-tier subcontractors used in contract hauling for adequate
insurance and indemnification of the contracting party
6. Insufficient monitoring of contractual risk transfer for transportation,
including not receiving, reviewing, maintaining, or requesting updated
certificates of insurance
7. Failing to consider the specific nature of materials being transported
(for instance, are your construction materials defined as “hazardous”
by applicable federal, state or local laws, regulations, or ordinances?)
“Hidden” Risks Embedded in Contract Hauling
Business Automobile Liability is the predominant insurance coverage
associated with transportation and contract hauling operations.
Specifically, the “Hired Auto” coverage is one way of protecting your
company. There is not space in this article to review the coverage and
nuances of Hired Auto coverage within commercial automobile liability
insurance. A review with your insurance advisor is recommended
to ensure proper Hired Auto coverage is in place for your company’s
operations.

It is also important to consider that a contractor’s Commercial General
Liability and Workers’ Compensation insurance policies may be forced
to respond if inadequate contractual risk-transfer procedures are not
followed. Sole proprietors in some states are exempted from carrying
Workers’ Compensation insurance and this can create an assumed liability
for contractors. Moreover, contractors and manufacturers hiring contract
haulers may assume third-party liability in four important ways:
1. Liability assumed in a contract
2. Alleged negligence and vicarious liability from not exercising due
diligence in selecting a contract hauler with a safe operating record
3. When indemnification is not available to provide a defense
4. Being perceived as having “deep pockets” in the absence of insurance
limits from a culpable third party.
Recommended Legal Considerations
In order to reduce the liability associated with contractual hauling operations, work with legal counsel to develop a written haul truck agreement.
This may take the form of a custom Blanket Purchase Order or Master
Hauling Agreement. Such agreements should:
• Require indemnification as strong as allowed by state law requiring
contract haulers to hold your company harmless and defend your company

BUILDING TOMORROW’S
BRIDGES. TODAY.

MMFX2 ReINFORCING STEEL
Uncoated Corrosion Protection
High-Strength Grade 100
100+ Years Service Life

PennDOT BULLETIN 15 APPROVED

Uncoated Corrosion-Resistant | High-Strength | Lowest Life Cycle Cost

For more information
866.466.7878
www.mmfx.com
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• Include written acceptance of the independent haulers that they are
an independent contractor and not an employee of your company
and require proof of Workers’ Compensation coverage even for sole
proprietors
• Incorporate clause requiring contract haulers to comply with all
applicable federal and state laws pertaining to licensing, driver
monitoring, fleet safety, medical exams, and substance abuse testing, etc.
• Properly accounting for verbal or written work orders and linking
these actions to the Master Hauling Agreement and/or Blanket
Purchase Order.
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Recommended Insurance and Risk Management Considerations
Below are recommended insurance and risk management strategies to
help contractors reduce liability associated with contract hauling operations. This list is not all encompassing and does not replace the need for
an individual risk assessment in conjunction with your insurance advisor
and legal counsel.
1. Confirm that your Company’s Blanket Purchase Order or Master
Hauling Agreement contains specified insurance coverage, limits
and other required clauses, and terms/conditions such as:
• Requires independent contract haulers’ insurance coverage be
		 “primary to” and “noncontributory” with other insurance
• Specifies appropriate Additional Insured endorsements to the
		 contract haulers’ liability insurance policies to provide the
		 contractor access to insurance coverage and defense

MORE GR

E

• Includes written acceptance of the independent haulers that
		 they are an independent contractor and not an employee of your
		 company and require proof of Workers’ Compensation coverage
		 even for sole proprietors
• Determines the need for motor truck cargo insurance coverage
		 for freight and commodities transported by a contract hauler
• Understand the provisions for debris removal and if the cost of
		 pollution clean-up is covered
2. Maintain a list of prequalified contract haulers approved to perform
work on behalf of your company. Only companies signing a haul
truck agreement and providing Certificates of Insurance (COIs)
complying with insurance and indemnification requirements should
be on this approved list
3. Maintain an electronic database of COIs pertaining to prequalified
independent contract haulers. Work a minimum of 45 days from
expiration dates to request and obtain updated COIs upon renewal
and review for compliance with requirements
4. Institute an “Over-Authority Matrix” in case field or plant supervision
wishes to make an exception on a non-approved independent
contract hauler. Require executive sign-off after reviewing the
business decision criteria for the requested exception.
Realities of Contractual Risk Transfer
There is an adage in life that there is no such thing as a “free lunch;”
so it is with business risk management. Companies that decide to
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tighten their contractual risk transfer requirements and processes can expect
to face increased subcontract costs. Higher costs are likely to result if independent contract hauling firms are forced to expand insurance coverage with
higher limits, provide additional insured status, and broaden indemnification.
The tradeoff is a false economy of short-term savings of lower subcontract
costs resulting from the retention of unnecessary levels of risk with potential
future financial, legal, and insurance consequences. This is the essence of
risk allocation: shifting the primary burden to the party best able to control
the exposure and resulting liabilities of actions and inactions. In this regard,
contractual risk transfer as a risk-reduction strategy that is best viewed as an
investment, and not as an expense, as epitomized by a vehicle oil filter commercial that for many years admonished: “ You can pay me now, or you can pay
me later.”
Conclusion
Contract hauling is a common practice in the construction industry. Formal
contracts between the parties can clearly outline the independent contractor
nature of the relationship and the insurance and indemnification requirements
to be provided by the contract hauler. Such clarity protects both parties from
misunderstandings and potential surprises should a loss occur. Being proactive
and working with your insurance advisor and legal counsel can help you assess
risk and recommended controls in order to limit your company’s liability in
contract hauling operations.

Pile Driving Monitoring
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The Joint Check

A
M
M
E
DIL
by James W. Kutz, Esquire,
McNees, Wallace & Nurick LLC

The use of joint checks
is a fairly common practice in the construction
industry. Joint checks
are, simply stated, a
check made payable to
two parties as co-payees. Joint checks may be
James W. Kutz, Esquire issued by an owner to
both a contractor and a
subcontractor/supplier, by a prime contractor to both a subcontractor and a second tier
subcontractor/supplier, or in some instances,
by a subcontractor to lower-tier subcontractors and suppliers. The primary reason that a
payor may want to use a joint check is so that
the party issuing the check has some reasonable assurance that the entity which actually
performed the work or provided the materials that is being paid for by all or part of the
check ultimately receives payment. This
result is desirable for the “upstream” parties,
as it will serve to limit mechanic’s lien claims
and payment bond claims by “downstream”
entities claiming nonpayment.
Joint checks are used on both public and
private projects. However, on public projects
in Pennsylvania, public owners typically do not
issue joint checks for multiple reasons. Among
other things, there is virtually no risk to a
public owner in Pennsylvania of a mechanic’s
lien claim being filed by a downstream entity,
because, under Pennsylvania law, mechanic’s
30
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liens cannot be filed against property that is
used for a purely public purpose. Additionally,
under the Procurement Code and Pennsylvania’s bond law, virtually every significant
public construction project requires a payment
bond, and thus the “downstream” entities in
the payment chain are protected. Finally, many
government accounting systems are simply
not set up for the issuance of joint checks, nor
are most government agencies able to freely
negotiate the terms of joint check agreements
as their private-sector counterparts are.
The two parties that typically benefit most
from the issuance of joint checks are the payor
and the downstream entity ultimately receiving the payment. The party in the middle (in
most cases a subcontractor) typically receives
little benefit from a joint check arrangement,
although in some cases a smaller subcontractor
or a subcontractor with a history of financial
problems may be able to procure work that
it otherwise may not receive if it is willing to
enter into a joint check agreement to make
sure that the downstream parties are protected
and to ensure that the upstream party does
not have to pay twice. Whether the payor is
an owner or general contractor, the biggest
advantage to the upstream party is that the
use of joint checks can help reduce the risk
of being liable ultimately for payment bond
claims or lien claims. With respect to both
such claims, general contractors are often in
the unenviable position of potentially paying

twice for certain work, despite the harsh result
that such a scenario creates. For example, on
private jobs without a payment bond, once the
owner has paid the general contractor, to the
extent that there is a mechanic’s lien claim ultimately brought by a lower-tier subcontractor
or supplier, the owner has the statutory right to
require the general contractor to defend such
claims, and bond off the lien. While the general contractor may have defenses to such lien
claims, it still has to undergo the expense of
defending the claim, and may face the risk of
losing the claim as well. Similarly, when there
is a payment bond in place, if a bond claim is
filed by a lower-tier subcontractor/supplier,
the bonding company will assuredly require
the general contractor to defend such claims,
and indemnify the surety. Again, the general
contractor will incur defense costs and will risk
losing the claim. Thus, when used properly,
joint checks can provide a greater level of assurance to a prime contractor that it will face
fewer lien claims and bond claims.
With regard to those ultimately receiving
payment through a joint check, the obvious
advantage of joint checks to the downstream
payee is that it will have a greater assurance
that it will ultimately get paid. Indeed, it is
often the downstream party who pushes for
a joint check arrangement, either due to fear
of insolvency of the party in the middle of
the contractual chain, unfamiliarity with that
entity, or a mistrust of that entity.

TOTAL PRECAST STRUCTURE: SHERMAN VALLEY RUN BRIDGE
PADOT District 9-0 • Accelerated Bridge Construction Project

New Enterprise Stone and Lime Co., Inc. erected the Sherman Valley Run Bridge, located in Bedford County on State Route 1020, in July 2012 as
their first total precast concrete accelerated bridge system. The EADS Group of Altoona designed the bridge under the direction of the District 9-0
Bridge Engineer, Ralph DeStefano. Newcrete Products, a division of New Enterprise Stone and Lime Co., Inc. detailed, fabricated and delivered the
precast substructure units and the prestressed adjacent slab beams for the project.
by downstream entities, at the general contracOne hidden advantage to using joint checks that
payor or the downstream payee in all situations,
tor’s discretion. In drafting such language, it is
potentially benefits all parties is that joint checks
and there are several potential problems with
typically prudent for a general contractor not
can be used to resolve a contractual impasse
using joint checks. First, joint checks can only
to place a duty on itself to issue joint checks,
that may delay a large public project. It is not
be utilized if there is contractual authorization
but rather just have contractual language that
uncommon for parties to begin a contractual
which permits their use, either as part of the
authorizes the issuance of joint checks in
relationship with the assumption that everyoriginal contract or through a separately negocertain circumstances. If there is nothing in the
thing will go smoothly, and thus joint checks are
tiated joint check agreement. Contractors issuoriginal subcontract agreement that authorizes
not utilized. Subsequently, one party may find
ing joint checks without contractual authority
the use of joint checks, the general contracout in the middle of the job that another entity
to do so run a significant risk. For example, a
tor can still attempt to negotiate a joint check
is having financial problems. This may cause,
contractor should not unilaterally pay a loweragreement during the project if need arises,
for example, a key supplier to withhold delivery
tier subcontractor or supplier with whom it
but it has obviously lost some of its leverage to
of critical materials because it has not been paid
does not have a direct contractual relationship
require such an agreement if all three parties
by the subcontractor. In such situations, prime
with, otherwise it will risk the possibility that it
contractors can often mitigate the risk of delay
may have to pay twice for the work or materials do not agree to sign a joint check agreement
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continued

contractors, it is prudent to include a draft
joint check agreement as part of the subcontract documents that the subcontractor would
be required to sign if the prime deems necessary. The subcontractor then can incorporate
this requirement into agreements with lowertier entities. Including a draft agreement in the
contract documents will avoid the argument
during construction that the prime contractor

is attempting to add new terms to the subcontract in the middle of performance.
The second reason why a general contractor
may think twice about entering into a joint
check agreement or issuing a joint check is that
it potentially creates a separate cause of action
by the lower-tier subcontractor directly against
the prime contractor, where none existed

previously. Under a typical prime contractor/
subcontractor/supplier relationship, the lowertier entity has virtually no direct contractual
rights against the general contractor. However,
once a joint check agreement is executed, all
three parties to the joint check agreement now
arguably have some contractual relationship.
In such cases, a supplier may attempt to argue
that the prime contractor has a heightened
duty to make sure the lower-tier entity gets
paid, and that the joint check agreement creates additional rights which did not exist under
the original contract arrangement. To protect
itself against such claims, the general contractor should take steps to include language in
the joint check agreement that makes it clear
that no such separate cause of action is being
created by the joint check agreement. Typically such language includes statements, for
example, that the agreement is being entered
into as an accommodation to the subcontractor, and that the supplier should not consider
the contractor’s willingness to enter into the
agreement that it is making any payment assurance to the supplier or otherwise creating a
contractual relationship.
Third, joint checks are often not considered
because of practical considerations such as creating extra administrative hurdles or because
of concerns that asking for joint checks may
adversely affect the trust relationship between
the various entities. In a joint check situation,
it is imperative that steps be taken to make
sure that the payment flow is understood,
that all of the appropriate endorsements are
provided and in the proper order, and that the
process is well documented. This can become
somewhat problematic in situations where
portions of the payment are due to the subcontractor, and portions are due to the supplier.
Problems are also created when the entity in
the middle of the chain may have a legitimate
right in some situations to withhold funds
from the downstream payee, and thus refuses
to accept a joint check.
Fourth, even the most rock solid joint check
agreement cannot protect the payor against
fraud. Fraud can occur if, for example,
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signatures on the joint check agreement itself
are forged. Similarly, fraud can occur if endorsements are forged and the check is allowed
to be cashed and deposited into the wrong
account. In such situations, the party that was
ultimately owed the money and was victimized
by the forgery will look to recover against any
possible entity, including the financial institution which cashed the check, and against the
general contractor or other payor.

to obtain DBE credit on projects, the DBE
must be performing a commercially useful
function. To ensure that DBEs are performing
a commercially useful function, the state DOT
evaluating the DBE’s participation will look
at a number of factors, including, for example,
whether the DBE is responsible for negotiating the price of the materials and paying for
the material itself, as required by the federal
DBE regulations.

Finally, joint check agreements are somewhat
unpredictable because of the limited rules
governing their use. There are no statutory
guidelines in Pennsylvania regarding the use of
joint checks, and because joint check agreements
are not often litigated, the case law interpreting
joint check agreements is sparse. Thus, particularly with respect to issues about whether the
use of a joint check agreement creates a separate
cause of action, it is hard to predict how a court
will interpret a joint check agreement in the
event of a major dispute which leaves one party
unpaid for work performed.

Both the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and state DOTs have struggled
with the issue of whether joint checks should
be permitted when DBEs are involved in the
transaction. To date, the guidance that the
state DOTs have received from FHWA is that,
while joint checks are not expressly prohibited
for DBEs, the use of joint checks will raise a
“red flag” in such transactions, and that their
use should be carefully monitored. Specifically,
the informal guidance the FHWA has provided thus far is that joint checks may be utilized
if the state DOT first approves the practice
before it is used on a project, that the use of
joint checks is considered by the state DOT
to be a commonly recognized practice in the
industry, that the state DOT carefully monitors the use of joint checks to avoid abuse, that
in the case of DBE subcontractors the DBE

On highway projects in Pennsylvania, the use
of joint checks may be limited as a practical matter when a Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise (DBE) is involved. The primary
focus of the DBE regulations is to ensure that,

KEN BAKER
Harrisburg
TREVOR PEGG
Philadelphia

itself must directly release the check to the
non-DBE supplier, and that the second party
(typically the prime contractor) acts solely as
a guarantor. APC’s DBE/EEO Committee
has discussed the use of joint checks at some
length over the past few years, and PennDOT
is currently considering adopting a policy on
their use, but nothing has been finalized. Such
policies are often difficult to draft because it is
difficult to cover every potential situation. Until such a policy is issued, a general contractor
on a PennDOT contract seeking to use joint
checks when a DBE is involved should seek
PennDOT’s approval, and take all precautions
that PennDOT advises in order to avoid not
receiving credit for the DBE participation and
to avoid allegations of fraud.
In summary, while the use of joint checks on
construction projects is not uncommon, it
is not without its pitfalls. Used properly, the
joint check can provide protection to both the
upstream payor and the downstream payee.
However, given the potential problems with
their use, all parties must also consider the
disadvantages of such an arrangement before
entering into any agreement providing for the
use of joint checks.

RUSTY WATTERS
Scranton
Allentown

RON FOOSE
Pittsburgh
Erie
Altoona
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Submit news about your company
to Cynthia K. Sells via email
at csells@paconstructors.org

PennDOT Revises Work Zone Traffic Control Pub 213

APC conducts four trainer courses annually
at its Harrisburg office. The next training
dates are July 25 and October 24.

PennDOT has updated
Publication 213 for Work
Zone Traffic Control, effective
March 10, 2014. According to
APC’s trainer, 90 percent of
the flagger specific guidelines
remain unchanged. However,
the new publication does
address a number of major
work zone-related changes.

For those who previously completed APC’s train-the-trainer class and
opt not to retrain, a new training CD is available for purchase. It will
include the updated PowerPoint presentation, exam, wallet card template,
and the new Publication 213. Go to www.paconstructors.org/2014flagger-train-the-trainer-cd/ to order your new CD. Cost is $50. You
must also provide the exact date when you successfully completed your
training for verification purposes.

McConkey Hires Select/Surety Client
Services Manager
McConkey Insurance & Benefits announced
that JohnMark Rohrbaugh, CIC, CISR, AIS,
API has been hired as Select/Surety Client
Services Manager. Rohrbaugh is a dedicated
insurance professional with over 18 years of
experience in the insurance industry. He holds
the designations of Certified Insurance
Counselor (CIC), Certified Insurance Service
Representative (CISR), Associate in Insurance Services (AIS) and
Associate in Personal Insurance (API). He is currently pursuing his
CPCU designation.
Rohrbaugh is a graduate of West Virginia University with a bachelor’s
degree in Mathematics. He has also taught local classes for the Insurance
Institute of America.
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Ringler Receives Award for Shotcrete Project

Gannett Fleming Names 2014 Senior Associates

Russ Ringler of G.A. & F.C.
Wagman Inc. received the
Outstanding Architecture
Project Award for his shotcrete
work on the Stoneyhurst
Quarry Reclamation Project in
Bethesda, Md. Ringler accepted
the award at the Ninth Annual
Outstanding Shotcrete Projects
Awards event held in January in
From left: Russ Ringler, Shotcrete
Manager at G.A. & F.C. Wagman
Las Vegas in conjunction with
Inc. accepts ASA award from Charles the World of Concrete event.
Hanskat, P.E., ASA president and Joe
According to the American
Hutter, past ASA president.
Shotcrete Association (ASA),
the Annual Outstanding Shotcrete Project Awards program demonstrates the exceptional versatility and
quality of the shotcrete process to the construction world.

Gannett Fleming has named new senior associates to its Pennsylvania
region.

Shotcrete, also sometimes referred to as gunite, is a high-quality,
durable concrete that can be enhanced with additives. The process
allows for versatile application in comparison to conventional concrete.
Applications include parking structures, dam repairs, tunnels/rail tunnels,
wastewater treatment plant repairs/resurfacing, bridge repairs, support
of excavation/retaining walls with decorative faux rock finishes, and
commercial construction. Additional information about the benefits
of Shotcrete can be found on Wagman’s website at www.wagman.com/
gafc/services/shotcrete.asp.
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James T. Gibbons is manager of construction
services for New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania,
and is based in the Valley Forge office. With
22 years of experience, he directs construction
operations, provides overall project management services, and is a liaison to transportation
agencies.
Gibbons holds a bachelor of science in civil engineering from the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth.
Matthew B. Morris, P.G., is a senior engineering geologist and project manager based in the
Pittsburgh office. With 14 years of experience
with the firm, his primary areas of interest
include soil and rock slope stability design and
mitigation and construction geology.
He holds a bachelor of science in geology from
Clarion University of Pennsylvania and a master
of science in engineering geology from Kent
State University.

Ronald Ladyka, P.E., Joins Pennoni Associates
as Senior Engineer
Pennoni Associates, an award-winning
engineering, design, and consulting firm,
announced that Ronald J. Ladyka, P.E.,
has joined the firm as senior engineer in the
Mechanicsburg office’s transportation division.
Ladyka comes to Pennoni with experience in the
design, analysis, inspection, and non-destructive
testing of bridges for various county, state, and
federal agencies. He has specialized experience
with the movement and subsequent structural response to large and
complex loads. He also frequently teaches bridge inspection courses for
both PennDOT and the Federal Highway Administration throughout the
country. Ladyka is a graduate of Indiana University of Pennsylvania where
he received a bachelor’s degree in natural science. He also received a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering with a certificate in structural engineering
from the University of Pittsburgh. He is a licensed professional engineer in
Pennsylvania and Maryland.

Acrow Achieves AISC Certification for Advanced
Bridge Fabrication
Acrow Bridge, a leading international bridge engineering and supply
company, has achieved two important quality-assurance certifications in
steel bridging. The company recently enhanced its American Institute of
Steel Construction (AISC) certification, and is now certified for advanced
(major) bridge fabrication, a newly created category. Earlier in 2013,
Acrow also improved its certification under ISO 9001:2008 for fabrication
of structural steel products.
“Quality defines everything we do at Acrow,” said Chris Holcombe, P.E.,
president of Milton Steel Company, an Acrow subsidiary company in
Milton, where Acrow’s steel fabrication takes place. “It begins with the
materials we use to fabricate our modular steel bridging components –
high-strength, high-quality U.S. steel from ISO-certified mills – and is
carried through in the design and engineering of our bridges. The Acrow
700XS® panel bridge system is considered a gold standard in the industry,
and our customers expect nothing less than best-in-class quality at every
step of the process.”
Previously, Acrow held AISC certification for simple bridge fabrication
for approximately 10 years while also following a rigorous compliance
program based on ISO standards.
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Schaeffer Promoted to Vice President at JBC Associates
JBC Associates Inc. announced the promotion of
Scott H. Schaeffer, PSP, PMP, to vice president
Transportation Services. In his new role, Schaeffer
is responsible for the growth, management, and
operations of the firm’s transportation services. Schaeffer joined JBC more than 20 years ago
and has since held the positions of an inspector,
scheduler, safety officer, project manager, and
director of construction management services.
He is a key member of the JBC team and has 25
years of experience with highway, bridge and transit construction services.
Schaeffer recently served as project manager for the Rt. 29 All Electronic
Toll Interchange at Exit 320 for the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission.
The project garnered several awards including: Engineering News Record’s
Mid-Atlantic Region Best Project Award for Highway/Bridge, Project
Achievement Award for Infrastructure more than $20 Million from the
Construction Management Association of America Mid-Atlantic

Chapter, and Project of the Year Award for more than $10 Million from
the American Society of Highway Engineers Delaware Valley Section.
Schaeffer currently serves as project manager for Montgomery County’s
$60 million Lafayette Street Extension access improvement project.
Schaeffer is a speaker at various professional engineering society events/
conferences, provides CPM schedule training, and co-instructs the
Civil Engineering Principles course as part of the PennDOT Highway
Construction Training. He is also the author of the book, What You
Need to Know to Pass the PMP Exam.
Schaeffer obtained a degree in architectural engineering and certificate
in project management from Pennsylvania State University. He is
a certified Project Management Professional (PMP) by the Project
Management Institute and a Planning and Scheduling Professional
(PSP) by the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering
International.
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Do You Know?

®

Reinforced Earth® has been used on over 1,000 walls on approximately 250
projects in Pennsylvania since 1979.

S.R. 6015, Sect. 22E, Tioga County, PA

S.R. 22/322, Mifflin County, PA

S.R. 4009, Sect. 11P, Bedford County, PA

Penn Park Sports Complex, Philadelphia, PA

•

Reinforced Earth Walls designed for PADOT have a minimum service life of 100 years satisfying
all PADOT’s required safety factors.

•

Reinforced Earth designed and supplied walls for over 200 Design-Build projects across the country,
including several in Pennsylvania.

•

Reinforced Earth designed and supplied the longest wall (2.5 miles) in the country on S.R. 22/322 in Mifflin
County and the highest wall (142 feet) in the country for the SeaTac Airport runway in Seattle, Washington.

•

Reinforced Earth has also been used for unique projects such as ammunition igloos at Ft. Indian
Town Gap, bleachers at Penn Park Sports Complex, and a lion enclosure at Six Flags in New Jersery.

Reinforced Earth systems are a viable solution to a wide range of applications,
including bridges, public and commercial facilities, waterways and dams,
industrial and mining, and railway structures.
www.reinforcedearth.com

APC
800 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
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ALL MODELS INCLUDE 1 YEAR FULL MACHINE WARRANTY AND A 3 YEAR POWERTRAIN WARRANTY

CAT CB14B Double Drum Drive - Vibratory Asphalt Compactor
Kohler 22.5 Diesel H.P.
39” Drum Width
3351 lbs. Working Weight
Foldable ROPS

$29,206.00

CAT CB22B Double Drum Drive - Vibratory Asphalt Compactor
CAT 36.2 Diesel H.P.
39” Drum Width
5629 lbs. Working Weight
Foldable ROPS
Optional Traction Control Included
2” Drum Offset Now Standard

$38,262.00

CAT CB24B Double Drum Drive - Vibratory Asphalt Compactor
CAT 36.2 Diesel H.P.
47” Drum Width
6003 lbs. Working Weight
Foldable ROPS
Optional Traction Control Included
2” Drum Offset Now Standard.

$43,857.00

CAT CB32B Double Drum Drive - Vibratory Asphalt Compactor
CAT 36.2 Diesel H.P.
51” Drum Width
6190 lbs. Working Weight
Foldable ROPS
Optional Traction Control Included
2” Drum Offset Now Standard.

$45,520.00

CAT CB34B Double Drum Drive - Vibratory Asphalt Compactor
CAT 48.8 Diesel H.P.
51” Drum Width
8155 lbs. Working Weight
Foldable ROPS
Optional Traction Control Included
2” Drum Offset Now Standard.

$54,499.00

www.ClevelandBrothers.com
*0% Financing Available for those who qualify through CAT Finance

888-232-5948

